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attractions, of two confocal thin hom,oeoids of equal masses are equal throughout all space external to both.                           ^f'*
207. Lines of force. The Jines .of force of a homogeneous thin homoeoid are the orthogonal trajectories of all the confocal ellipsoids. Let (a', &', c'), (a", 6", c"), (»'"» 6/"> c'") be the semi-axes of the confocal ellipsoid and hyperboloids which pass through any external point (£', 97', f ). Then by a theorem in solid geometry
of a" a!"                             VV'V"                             c'c"cf"
" ,/(a2 - 62) (a2 - c2) '        V(&* - O (&2 - c2) '     ~ V(c2 - a2) (a2 - 62) ' see Salmon's SoKd Geometry, Art. 160.   Since these conicoids intersect at right angles, the curve of intersection of the two hyperboloids is an orthogonal trajectory of all the confocal ellipsoids.   The required trajectories are therefore found by regarding (a", 6", c"} and (a'", V", c'") as constants.    It follows that f-'/a', *//&', 57<?' are - constant for the same orthogonal.    Thus it appears that any line$t i     of force of a homogeneous thin homoeoid intersects all the confocal^
' ^ ellipsoids in corresponding points.                                                  <J£
**      ,<f>"                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  ^
/? ^w* 208.    Thin homoeoid, external point.   To find the potential '
2*' and the attraction of a homogeneous thin homoeoid at an external point P. The potential V of the given homoeoid at P' has been proved equal to that of a confocal homoeoid of equal mass having P' just outside (Art. 206). This again is equal to the potential at a point just inside (Art. 145). It follows from Art. 198 that the potential at P' is
v - ^Mr - ^M r _ — _
-      2         -     3    MJ^         ^^    +   ^y   (y2    +    ^   ^^    +    ^  ,
where M is the mass of the homoeoid and (a7, V, c') the semi-axes of the confocal which passes through P'.
This integral may be put into another form which contains the semi-axes a, b, c of the given homoeoid instead of those a', b'} c' of the confocal. Putting a/2 = a2 + X, V'2 = 62 + \ c'2 = c2 + \ and uf = u — X, we have
where X is defined in Art. 204.
209. To deduce the resultant attraction, we notice that the level surfaces of the given homoeoid are confocal quadrics. The resultant force F therefore acts parallel to the perpendicular p'

